ABSTRACT. Let Xg be a p-adic subfield of a p-adic field K with residue fields feg C k. If Kg is algebraically closed in K and k is finitely generated over 7Cq then Xg is the subfield of constants of an analytic derivation on K or equivalently, X. is the invariant subfield of an inertial automorphism of K. If
If K is a p-adic field and d is an analytic derivation on X, that is, d is continuous in the p-adic topology, then the field of constants KQ of d is a p-adic subfield containing the inertial subfield K . Thus, generally, in this paper K D Xq DK* will be p-adic fields with residue fields k 0kQ Dk* k* being the maximal perfect subfield of k. The main result of §11 states that if XQ is a p-adic subfield of X, algebraically closed in X and k is finitely generated over kQ then XQ is the field of constants of an analytic derivation on X (Theorem 2.6). For convenience of language we will call a field of constants of an analytic derivation on X simply a constant subfield, or constant field.
In § III we investigate which subfields kQ of k are residue fields of constant subfields of X by determining which kQ have p-adic fields over them which are algebraically closed in X. The principal result in this direction (Theorems 3.5 generated over kQ.
In Example 2 a subfield k0 of a field k of characteristic p is constructed such that kQ is algebraically closed in k and the maximal perfect subfield of k is contained in ¿q. However, if K is a p-adic field with residue field k and KQ is any p-adic subfield with residue field &Q the only analytic derivation on K whose constant field contains KQ is the zero derivation. Thus, though KQ is algebraically closed in K and K C KQ, KQ is not the field of constants of any set of analytic derivations. §IV extends results of Heerema on lifting derivations on k to K. In [4] it is shown that every derivation on k lifts to a derivation on K. Theorem 4.1 addresses the question: Under what circumstances will all derivations on k trivial on kQ lift to a derivation on K trivial on KQ? The result is that if k is separable over kQ every derivation on k over kQ (kQ in the field of constants)
lifts to a derivation on K over KQ. The converse also holds if k is finitely generated over kQ. An example (Example 3 of the Appendix) is provided which illustrates that the converse need not hold if k is not finitely generated over kQ.
The relationship between the results discussed above and inertial automorphisms on K is treated in §V. The group GQ of inertial automorphisms of a p-adic field K was first studied in 1939 by S. Mac Lane [9] . He defined the ramification series of GQ, determined the factors of successive terms of the ramification series and showed that K* the inertial subfield of K is the invariant subfield of G 0 as well as of each term of the ramification series. Using deriva- Case 2, Let T = {aa\ be a transcendency basis for X over KQ well ordered with ordinal y which we can assume to be a limit ordinal. Let dQ be the zero derivation on XQ and let Xa= ^o^aß^ß<o)' ^or eacn a<y> ^a 1S defined to be the derivation on Ka into X l which extends d for p < a and such that a'a(a;l) = öa+ ,. This defines a derivation on XQ(T) whose unique extension to X is the desired derivation. For the following lemma let K2 be a field having a p-adic valuation, ring of integers R2 and residue field k2. Let Kj be a subfield of K2 with residue field ky. Assume next that U is a set of units in K2 whose residues are algebraically independent over Aj ((/ is a set of units in the valuation ring of K2).
Proof. An element a in Ky(U) O R2 has the rational form f(uy'..un)g(uy. u ) , the ui being in U. Also, f(Xy. Using the methods of §111 one can also prove that if instead of condition (a) it is assumed that k has a transcendency basis T over k0 such that k has bounded exponent over kQ(T) then, retaining the assumption on Xg, there is a p-adic subfield XQ with residue field kQ which is the field of constants of an analytic derivation on X. Since this result is essentially independent of the rest of the paper we do not prove it. It does, however, relate to Example 1 of the Appendix. if Xg is a p-adic subfield of K algebraically closed in X and (a) k is finitely generated over kQ then XQ is the constant field of an analytic higher derivation.
Proof. To prove the converse we simply take an analytic derivation The following simplify the use of Lemma 3.3. Define the function <pK R: AQ n Ap\|0}-» A /k* (the additive groups of A and AQ) as follows: For any xekQ n kp, let y = xp~ , Let ce KQ and be K be such that H(c) = x" 1 and H(b) = y. Note that 1 -cbp, mod pR. Define <f>K iK(x> ~ Ml-cbp)/p) + A¿\ <p = <f>K K is seen to be well defined. It is easily seen that if AQ C Aj C A with p-adic over fields KQ C Kj C K then <f>KOtKy~ <f>KQi K\kQ n kP- 3.9. Corollary. Let K be a p-adic field with residue field A. Suppose AQ C.
A is such that is not necessary for KQ is algebraically closed in K whereas x n = Tp -u~pn , for n > 1, and so (2) fails. Conversely, suppose A to be finitely generated over AQ but not separably generated. Then Der(A/AQ) has dimension over A greater than the transcendency degree of A over kQ [7, Corollary, p. 179 ]. In constructing K over KQ by the procedure described in Mac Lane [8] KQ is extended by an algebraically independent set T of cardinality the transcendency degree of A over Aq. By Lemma We observe finally that since ïïp m x + F* , ""-*" is a p"th root of xn and hence kQ is not algebraically closed in k.
Example 2.
Summary. Fields kQ C k of characteristic p are constructed such that if Xg C X are p-adic fields with these as residue fields there is no nonzero analytic derivation on X with field of constants containing XQ. kQ is algebraically closed in k and contains the maximal perfect subfield of k. This is an adaptation of an example due to Mac Lane [10, pp. 36 -37].
Construction. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p /= 0. Let X = \x j, x 2, ...} be a denumerable set and T be such that X U \T\ is algebraically independent over k*. Let U = {a.j. j where ä is a root of / j(z) = zp-(x~. + t) and for n > 1, a is a root of / (z) = zp -Çx + a" , shown that kQ = k (X) is algebraically closed in k = kAT, U), that X is a pbasis for ¿, and that k is the maximal perfect subfield of k.
A.5 Proposition. Let X. C X 6c p-adic fields with residue fields .. C k respectively. There is no analytic derivation on X with KQ in its field of constants.
Proof. If d £ Der(X) has XQ in its field of constants then multiplying by a suitable power of p we can assume that d induces a nontrivial derivation on k which is constant on kQ. However, since kQ contains a p-basis for k, DerOfeAg) = |0|. Hence Der(X/X0) = {0'. Example 3.
Summary. We construct p-adic fields XQ C X with residue fields kQ C k such that every 8 in Der(/eA0) is induced by some d in Der(X/Xg) yet k is not separable over kQ. kQ contains k* the maximal perfect subfield of k. A.6 Contention. ¿ = AgU^) a/î^ hence Der(k/k0) = {0}.
Proof. The following equalities establish that \~\ U U U V C ¿gU*"): T = *?->!• "" = K+1-% for » > °.and % = K+ i-yn for « > 1.
